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NEVER GIVE UP 

Often we reach our breaking point, and our world appears to end. You get exasperated, reach ur limit of 

tolerance, hang up ur gloves and give up trying. Sometimes u give up when just a little bit more will bring 

victory. Check out the video of my recent sparring at the fight club. Anand is a 33 year old 6 foot 85kg 

giant trained for about 10 years in MMA. I stand tall at 47 years of age, 5 feet 7 inches with 60kg mass of 

raw muscle. 

In the first engagement he gets the better of me and tosses me around like a fly being 25kg heavier. 

Without giving up, I fight him from the ground itself picking his ankle. I recover without getting put down 

and use my 30 years of training and skill to get the better of him. 

So remember, Never Never ever give up and keep bouncing back round after round. Use a different 

strategy and constantly evolving approach! 

No problem is overwhelming. Either u will die or the problem will die. :-) 

And if u die, the problem will cease to matter anyways. 

Check this poem I penned for u.... 

THE WARRIOR THAT I AM 

I am prepared to lose the world,  

For standing by what I believe,  

Losing all to follow a small principle,  

The Warrior that I am! 

I have nothing to boast of,  

Material possession or worldly success,  

But my skills shine over all thats not,  

The Warrior that I am! 

I believe in the impossible, I believe in a way out,  

Where all hope ends, my battle begins there,  

The Warrior that I am! 



I am used to seeing light in the darkness, 

When people give up,reach the breaking point, 

I am used to starting from there, 

The Warrior that I am! 

Yes, I am made like this,  

Made to survive and made to win,  

Made to fight and made for war,  

The Warrior that I am! 

I like the way I’ve shaped,  

The way I’ve thought, the way I’ve lived,  

The battles won and the glories lost,  

I am proud to be blessed this way,  

The Warrior that I am! 

 

HOW SURGICAL STRIKE IS CARRIED OUT? 

A surgical strike is a commando operation behind enemy lines. In our yesterday case, Para SF went into 

PoK and destroyed 5 terror launch pads. Launch pads may have plenty of seasoned mercenary terrorists 

and trainee recruits from various terror outfits. Plenty of sentries guarding it day and night. Surveillance 

and landmine studed perimeter. Ammo dumps, communication gadgets and lmg mounted vehicles too 

may be part of any enemy arsenal. 

Elite special forces like Para SF are deployed for such tasks by the Army Command. 

On getting the go ahead, the plan of action is made by soldiers executing the surgical strike. 

The locations are carefully studied with ref to type of terrain, the best approach to reach it unhindered by 

natural obstacles and one with adequate cover of thick jungle, estimated enemy numbers, weapon 

systems available with enemy and their day/night routine studied with sophisticated survelliance 

gadgetry. 

The soldiers are then selected who are best suited for the purpose, and comfortable with the terrain and 

also most battle fit. Then small teams are formed depends upon the number of enemy bases to be 

simultaneously attacked. The teams are small but they act as force multipliers. Each soldier may carry 

upto 30kg of ammo, explosives, rifle, grenades, rations, dagger, night vision goggles, bullet proof gear 

(optional) etc. Thus "Ek Hindustani Sou dushman ke barabar hai" 



The teams are then inserted begind the loc usually by jumping down from an aircraft using parachutes. 

The soldiers actually drop into various locations of the enemy territory. They may have to navigate their 

chutes to reach just outside the enemy drop zone. By mistake or wind pressure they could land miles away 

from drop zone and get lost sometimes all alone. Sometimes they could be spotted by ground soldiers 

and shot while jumping. If they get injured, they will have perforated chest or abdomens and bleed 

profusely in enemy territory with no medical help. The enemy soldiers will carve them up torture them by 

cutting their ears, tong, extracting their teeth, pulling their nails, bursting their testicles with a lime 

squasher and amputate their limbs. Such is the readiness of our soldiers. 

After dropping down the teams send a recce team who will silently observe the enemy camp and its 

surroundings. Thereafter a plan is made n the team will break up into smaller subunits to surround the 

enemy camp. 

At a predecided signal they will all charge the enemy camp simultaneously from certain circumferential 

points. 

The soldiers will then converge into the camp using grenades from long distance and then get closer to 

fire close quarter with rifles. In this kind of firing there is no time to aim and they have to shoot fast with 

less emphasis on aiming . Accuracy of hitting enemy on the head to kill is umimportant. Shooting him 

quickly anywhere on his body with a single shot to maim, before he lets loose his AK 47 burst mode which 

will anyways kill the commando. 

On close engagement there will be body on body engagement with hand to hand combat, hand to weapon 

combat, evading bullets, taking cover, advance and fire, disarming daggers if attacked and grenade 

grappling scenarios may also occur depending on proximity of enemy. 

After successful operation, team regroups and the dead enemy body count is taken, their ammo and 

weapons seized for use, and an exit command is given. 

Now various teams attacking diffrent enemy /terror locations regroup. They are then extracted back. 

Many a time they may have to walk or run back on foot 10-80km back to their countries lines. 

Now there is a distinct danger. The explosions, firing and chaos of their raid will alert the enemy hqs. Many 

enemy battalions will be despatched to teach the raiding commandos a lesson by making them pay with 

their life or worse, with orders to capture for torture and information extraction. 

The soldiers will then have to run with all their injuries, some bleeding profusely, some with fractures 

during paradrop, some unconcuous carried by their buddies who wud rather die than let their comrades 

get captured. They have to endure enemy lmg fire, mortar shelling or airborne helicopter strikes. 

Somehow they reach their friendly lines before dawn where in the last lap their soldiers at loc give 

supporting fire for their safe exit from enemy lines into their own territory. 

This is how a surgical commando operation is carried out. I have got news that our certain Para SF units 

conducted the operation in PoK killing 45 terrorists at about 5 launch pads. Kudos to our brave 

commandos. Did u know that the Para motto is BALIDAN? Its to also ensure balidan of the enemy soldiers:-

) 



Today, I am also proud to have trained our Para SFs in Close Quarter Battle. Teaching our researched 

technique of Reflex fire and termination techniques of unarmed combat. Me and My husband Major 

Deepak Rao, (designated Army Pioneer of Close Quarter Battle) have also helped modernization of CQB 

in CI Op commands. 

Having seen 20 years of only camoflague fatigues, felt cold barrels of AKs in the glacier and hot barrels in 

the deserts, my palms used to initially bruise holding the simerring barrel that fired round after round on 

training ranges. With time, the palms developed calluses and the blisters ceased. 

Today I look at my rough unladylike palms that bear imprint of my life spent with soldiers, playing with 

killer weapons and killing games that left me with fractured vertebra, amnesic head injury for six months 

and almost dead from two episodes of sporadic fire. 

I think, Man! My palms are testimony to a life dedicated to our hindustani soldiers who risk their life 

everyday for the zameen on which I stand. 

I spent a few hours today morning proudly looking at some of the mementos and trophies Ive got with 

tears of happiness in my eyes. Today every year of my prime life spent with SF was worth it! 

My Father The Freedom Fighter Guerrilla 

Dr. Ramakant Sinari PhD ie my dad was a sober professor of philosophy from St Xaviers college. Professor 

Emeritus and Director Humanities IIT Mumbai, one would never think he was a revolutionary freedom 

figher from Goa who fought the freedom struggle combatively. He was responsible for underground 

movement and activity in our National Freedom movement. He was supposedly a writer coeditor of a 

revolutionary paper. He once confronted Portuguese soldiers on horseback while he was on foot and 

disarmed his opponents sword. He proudly presented that sword to me and It decorates my hall. He also 

escaped from prisons. He once hid in the Mandovi river bed while being chased by soldiers holding his 

breth for long spells. 

But to me he was always gentle, kind never aggressive to anyone in civilised society. 

Wow Dad, I respect you for what u did for our motherland. Love u. 

POEM  

I want u luv, forever 

I want u forever in my life,  

I want to feel your presence, Experience your vibrations,  

Your joy, your warmth & your existence 

I like u, I need u bcos I’ve felt u, 

And I’ve liked what I felt-bliss, 



And I feel one with u, 

You see life as I see it,  

The futility of goals, The beauty of just being,  

The adventure, the experience, 

And the grief of moments lost. 

I want, like u, to live my moments fully  

We need to remind each other,  

Life is only once, 

That we are here today And gone tomorrow. 

I value your presence in my life  

And I know u value mine, 

I need to hold your hand &walk with me, 

At times against the tide, in the other direction. 

I sincerely hope u realise, 

The potentials life has to offer,  

The beautiful paths unexplored,  

And the countless mysteries & ecstasies unearthed. 

And when my end’s near, 

I need u to tell me that I’ve lived well, And to be there beside 

me in my last few moments of ecstasy.  

If destiny decides to take u away first, I shall do the same to u 

as I expect from u. 

I want u in my life friend  

To walk along, explore & experience  



The short but wonderful walk of life.  

My love, DO YOU UNDERSTAND MY HASTE? 

Seema Rao 

I penned this poem for my life partner Deepak. 

He says I will probably live upto 80, but u will have to live without me. When i ask him how will i live 

without him, he said "Put my ashes in a plant and keep it in our garden. There i will give u company and 

wait for u to finish with ur remaining breaths. When life is done with u, merge Ur ashes with the same 

plant. That way not even Death will do us apart" 

Life is beautiful 

Life is beautiful with all its agonies, mundane routine and painful memories of the past tragedies. 

I remember my fathers sad face before death and miss him, my mother in law who died in my arms saying 

I luv u seema, my days of poverty and my husbands helplessness in overcoming it, my bankruptcy bcos of 

selflessly serving the forces... 

Then I remind myself that life is still beautiful. 

If u believe me not, look at the flowers that dance in the rain, the raindrops that soak the soil, the wagging 

tail of ur doggie :-) whose only friend in life is YOU 

Looking at the clouds blocking the sunshine, sometimes I feel depressed. But knowing that above the 

clouds the sun shines eternally, I feel a profound sense of relief and the depression fades away. In sheer 

ecstasy I suddenly begin to dance in the rain holding my surprised husband and my daughter who is half 

sleepy... 

Thank u God, I feel so alive! 

 

 

 

 

 


